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Precategorical acoustic storage
for vowels of short and long duration*

ROBERT G. CROWDER
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Ss gave immediate ordered recall for series of seven isolated vowel sounds from a vocabulary of three-/a. u. i/. In a
2 by 2 design. the stimulus vowels were either 50 or 300 rnsec in duration (though always presented at a 'lisec rate).
and the seven-item series was followed by either a nonverbal recall cue or a verbal recall cue. that is, a stimulus suffix.
There was an interaction such that the recall impairment caused by the verbal suffix was larger when the stimulus items
were vowels of lone duration than when the v were vowels of short duration. Since short vowels tend to be more
categorically perceived than long vowels. this result reinforces the view that vowels and stop consonants are differently
represented in auditory short- term memory for reasons that have to do with the way in which they are perceived. or
vice versa.

Several recent investigations have shown that
immediate memory performance differs. depending on
whether the information being remembered is carried by
consonant sounds or vowel sounds (Cole, in press: Cole
& Sales}; Crowder. 197L in press: Smallwood &
Tromater, 1971). These performance differences are
readily obtained under conditions of auditory
presentation but not of visual presentation (Cole &
Sales- ; Crowder, 1971). Furthermore. the nature of the
differences is exactly what would be expected under the
assumption that a separate auditory memory is available
for stimulus series with vowels distinctive (fba, bi, bul)
but not for stimulus series with only (stop) consonants
distinctive (ba, da, gal). Each of the behavioral
manifestations of such auditory memory-called
precategorical acoustic storage by Crowder and Morton
(1969)-occurs when vowels are being remembered but
not when consonants are: (a) the advantage of auditory
over visual presentation at the end of the stimulus list,
(b) the pronounced recency effect for the last item in
auditory presentation, and (c) the detrimental effect of a
verbal suffix item, a redundant word presented after the
last memory item, on performance at the end of the list.
The present study uses the third technique as an index
of how much auditory storage is involved in memory for
different types of stimuli. The larger the suffix effect
obtained, the more precategorical acoustic storage we
can assume was present originally, to be subject to
displacement by the suffix.

Independently, investigations of the perception and
discrimination of speech sounds have produced findings
consistent with the same hypothesis of different
auditory storage for vowels and consonants. A large
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amount of evidence from research conducted at Haskins
Laboratories (see, for example, Stevens, Liberman,
Studdert-Kennedy, & Ohman, 1969) has established
important differences between the perception of vowels
and stop consonants in the ABX situatkm, where the S
hears three separated sounds and must judge whether the
third is identical to the first or to the second. With stop
consonants synthesized to vary regularly along an
acoustic continuum from, say, Ibal to Idal in equal
steps, one can predict accuracy in ABX discrimination
by knowing which phonetic label or name, "b " or "d,"
the S is likely to have assigned the stimuli when he first
heard them. This result, called categorical perception,
violates what is found with all other known
psychophysical continua in that the level of relative
judgments is no better than the level of absolute
judgments. Companion experiments with vowel continua
indicate that Ss perform far better in ABX
discrimination than would be predicted by their labeling
of the different stimuli. That is, with vowels, as with
other stimulus dimensions, except stop consonants, we
can decide that two stimuli are different with far greater
accuracy than we can consistently apply different names
to them.

The purpose of the present experiment is to establish
whether the differences between vowels and stop.
consonants in immediate memory experiments,
described in the first paragraph above, and the
differences between vowels and stop consonants in
perception experiments, described in the preceding
paragraph, are based on a common underlying
mechanism. The alternative is theoretically unattractive,
but logically possible-that the memory experiments
differentiate these speech sounds for reasons which are
entirely coincidental to the differentiation observed in
the speech perception laboratories. There are two ways
of tying together vowel-consonant differences in a single
framework; in one, it is differential perception which is
fundamental, and in the other, it is differential memory
which is fundamental.
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Investigators from Haskins Laboratories differentiate
vowels and consonants on a perceptual basis,
maintaining that auditory (as opposed to nominal)
information never is accessible to consciousness for stop
consonants in the first place because of the action of a
special mechanism for processing speech. This special
speech processing mode rapidly decodes the acoustic
signal for stop consonants in such a way that the sound
of the stop is never heard. However, the device is not
involved, or at least much less so, for the perception of
vowels. Liberman, Mattingly, and Turvey (1972) have
recently pointed out how very congenial the immediate
memory experiments on vowels and consonants are to
this perceptual hypothesis. They observe that if there is
never auditory representation of stop consonants in the
first place, it fol1ows that evidence cannot be found for a
subsequent auditory memory, or echoic store, persisting
after the stimulus. An inaudible sound cannot produce
an audible echo. From their point of view, it would have
been highly anomalous to have found evidence of
auditory memory for stop consonants.

Three recent analyses of speech perception have
emphasized a central role of auditory short-term
memory in determining behavior in discrimination
experiments. Like Crowder and Morton (1969), these
approaches emphasize two paral1el perceptual
consequences with aural presentation of linguistic units,
a phonetic trace which carries distinctions based on
well-learned verbal categories and a prelinguistic
auditory trace which carries relatively unprocessed
sensory information. If, between the occurrence of A
and B in the ABX task, and also between the occurrence
of B and X, there is selective complete loss of auditory
information, the S is left relying entirely on phonetic
memory to decide whether X most resembles A or B;
natural1y, this, will result in similarity judgments which
are no more accurate than the phonetic categories
applied to the sounds originally. Stated differently, it is
possible that perception of each stimulus in the ABX
task results in information about both the name and the
sound of the item. If memory for the sound dissipates
between the successive stimuli, then discrimination will
have to be based on the names assigned to the items.
Barclay (1972) maintains that the immediate perception
of both stop consonants and vowels is continuous but
that memory for stops is categorical. Fujisaki and
Kawashima (1970) proposed an explicit model for
combining the effects of phonetic and auditory memory
in order to predict ABX performance. These positions
have been outlined in detail by Pisoni (1971), whose
conclusion was also that the major distinction between
performance on vowels and consonants hinges on
different accessibility of auditory memory traces. In
addition, Pisoni has conducted direct tests of the
consonant-vowel memory difference by varying time
parameters in speech discrimination paradigms.

In the present study, stimuli which are known to
differ in perception. with one set (vowels of short

duration) relatively similar to consonants and the other
(vowels of long duration) relatively dissimilar to
consonants, were compared to determine whether they
were also different in memory. This experiment is thus
directed at deciding whether the memory results with
speech sounds are correlated with the perception results
with speech sounds. But it is not a purpose of the
present study to decide whether the perceptual
difference between vowels and consonants is more
fundamental than the memory difference, or vice versa.

The present experiment is an extension of an earlier
effort (Crowder, in press) to develop empirical support
for the relation between memory for speech sounds and
the manner in which these sounds are perceived. In that
set of investigations (see especial1y Experiments II and
III), I observed that stop consonants and vowels are
known to differ in two important ways: Stops are
differentiated acoustical1y on the basis of rapid sweeps
in the first two formant frequencies, whereas vowels are
differentiated acoustical1y on the basis of steady-state
relations between the first two formant frequencies.
Secondly, it is the case that stops, but not vowels,
ordinarily show categorical perception. The results for
immediate memory might be associated with either of
these two properties. In Experiment II of the earlier set,
I showed that when the memory stimuli were series of
seven syl1ables with initial voiced fricatives fol1owed by a
redundant vowel lve, ze, ,leI, the results indicated
statistically significant recency effects in the control
conditions and a significant effect of the verbal stimulus
suffix. These results were in the direction of results
obtained with vowels, but were much smal1er
numerical1y. In Experiment III of the same set, I showed
that the outcome was the same whether the stimuli were
fricatives fol1owed by vowels (and transitions to them)
or simply the friction portion of the syl1ables 'with no
fol1owing vowel.

With considerable reluctance and misgivings, I
concluded from the work on immediate memory for
fricatives that conditions governing the occurrence of
auditory memory effects in immediate memory, such as ,
the recency and suffix effects. may not be the same"
conditions that govern differences in the perceptionof
various speech sounds. Part of the caution stemmed
from the extremely small recency and suffix effects
obtained; though statistically reliable, they seemed very
weak compared to either synthetic or real versions of
vowels or ordinary stimuli such .as letters or digits.
Secondly. the independent attribution of perceptual
differences between vowels and consonants to auditory
memory seemed too appealing to abandon without
further investigation. To these reasons. one could add
the absence of direct knowledge of the extent to which
fricatives exhibit categorical perception. That they show
the right-ear advantage is consistent with their
membership in the class of speech sounds. along with
stop consonants. where auditory information seems to
be stripped away by the process of encoding. but there
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Fig. 1. The relation between serial
position and error probability for
long and short vowels in the left and
right panels, respectively. Each panel
gives performance separately for con
trol conditions in which a tone fol
lowed the last memory item and
experimental conditions in which the
verbal SUff'1X "go" followed the last
memory item.•
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would be no substitute for direct evidence of this
membership in the form of Ss' inability to make better
relative than absolute judgments. Since the laterality
effect goes along with categorical perception in stop
consonants, it might also in fricatives, but there is no
direct evidence that it does. Finally, it has been shown,
since the earlier paper (Day, in press), that, in fact,
fricatives occupy an intermediate position along a
dimension separating stop consonants from vowels.
Although Darwin's study indicated a right-ear advantage
comparable to that for stops, Day's analysis suggests a
more labile and inconsistent lateralization for these
sounds. The marginality of recency and suffix effects
with fricatives could therefore be enlisted in support of a
correlation between perceptual and memory findings,
given Day's results.

In the present study, immediate memory data are
given for two stimulus classes which are known to differ
on their degree of categorical perception. In this case,
the stimuli which showed less continuous perception,
that is, less discrimination which could be based on
auditory representation, also showed less evidence for
auditory memory, precategorical acoustic storage, in the
immediate recall setting. Specifically, performance on
seven-syllable series of vowels from a three-member
vocabulary-fa, u, if-was compared according to
whether the, vowels' durations were long or short; Pisonl
(1971) has shown that in contrast to long-duration
vowels, short ones tend to be more categorical, like stop
consonants. The present evidence indicates that in terms
of their susceptibility to the stimulus suffix effect, the
short vowels are also more like stop consonants than the
long vowels.

METHOD

rule of American English. These three basic stimuli were then
adjusted to be exactly 300 msec long, with a rapid rise and slow
decline in overall amplitude and a fundamental pitch that began
at 104 Hz and declined nonlinearly over the course of the
300 msec to 80 Hz. The short vowels were 50 msec in length and
also included contours in amplitude and fundamental pitch to
make them sound as realistic as the long stimuli. Finally, the
word "go" (/gou/) was.used on half the trials as the verbal suffix;
it was 300 msec long and synthesized in the same way as the six
memory stimuli.

Twenty-eight paid volunteers of high school and college age
received the same 60 stimuli always in the same order, each a list
of seven vowel sounds plus a redundant eighth item. Fourteen of
these Ss always heard the short vowels, and 14 always heard the
long vowels; thus, stimulus length was a between-S factor. Of
each subgroup of Ss, half received first 30 trials in which the
redundant item after the last memory item was the 30o.msec
tone, then 30 more trials with the word "go"; the other half
received first 30 trials in which the word "go" was the redundant
item and then 30 trials using the tone.

Each trial began with the tone as a ready signal, then the seven
300. or 50-msec memory stimuli with 200 msec as the silent
interstimulus interval for the long vowels and 450 msec for the
short vowels. The same period of silence (either 200 or
450 msec) separated the end of the seventh memory item from
the onset of the 30o.msec redundant item, either tone or verbal
suffix. This meant that items always arrived at a 2/sec rate. The
Ss were fully apprised of the nature of the redundant items and
that they were to consider them as signals indicating when it was
permissible for them to begin writing their recall on the answer
sheets provided. These latter contained, opposite each trial
number, seven blank spaces. The Ss were warned to recall from
left to right, in serial order of arrival, without going back to
correct earlier positions, leaving a dash in blanks corresponding
to items they had not been able to recall. It was suggested in the
instructions and at the bottom of each page of the answer sheet
that Ss use the single letter "a" to correspond to the
"AH"-/a/-sound, the letter "u" to go with the
"OO"-/u/-sound, and the letter "e" to go with the
"EE"-liI-sound. None seemed confused by this system and the
small overall error rates indicated that the stimuli were quite
easy to understand (compare with Crowder, in press).

Eight sounds were used in the experiment. One second before
the onset of each trial, a 300-msec llo.Hz tone served as the
ready signal. The stimuli were series of seven vowel sounds
without consonants before or after. The vocabulary from which
the seven-item memory series were drawn was la, u, if These
vowels· were synthesized on the Haskins parallel-resonance
synthesizer using Mattingly's (1968) programs for synthesis by

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the relation between error probability
and serial position, in the left panel for. Ss who heard
stimuli made up of the long vowels and in the right-hand
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panel for Ss who heard the short versions of the same
vowel sounds. As in other experiments where a restricted
vocabulary of vowel sounds has been the basis for
memory performance, both panels show a large recency
effect in the control conditions and a suffix effect which
increases as a function of serial position. By the binomial
expansion, statistical significance for the recency effect,
z = 4.15, p < .00005, and for the suffix effect on the
seventh serial position, z = 4.30, P < .00005, are
established for the experiment as a whole.

The main outcome of the study was that the suffix
effect obtained with the long vowels was larger than that
obtained with the short vowels. This is supported by a
test of the interaction of Stimulus Length by Suffix
Comparison on the last serial position; for each S, the
absolute difference in last-position errors between the
control and suffix condition was calculated, and the
distribution of this difference score was compared as a
function of stimulus length by means of a Mann-Whitney
test, T = 152, z =2.34, P =.0096. The same interaction
was statistically significant, though at a more modest
level of confidence, when the total number of errors on
all serial positions were compared in the same way, T =
167.5, z = 1.64, p = .05. (Actually, without corrections
for ties, these Mann-Whitney tests are conservative.)

Thus, in contrast to the earlier research (Crowder, in
press), a clear relation is established here between the
way in which speech sounds are differentially perceived
and the way in which memory for them is impaired by
the suffix operation; the short vowels are perceived more
nearly categorically than the long vowels (pisoni, 1971)
and they also show a smaller suffix effect than the long
vowels. As was stressed above, auditory memory has
been implicated as an inverse covariant with both
categorical perception and the suffix effect.
Extrapolating the present result by noting that in terms
of categorical 'perception short vowels are relatively
consonant-like, it is now possible to concur with the
assertion of Liberman et al (1972) that consonant-vowel
contrasts in immediate memory are perfectly sensible in
light of research on how these sounds are perceived in
the first place. An auditoy code is either never achieved
for stop consonants or is too brief to be useful as
compared with the phonetic code, thus the symptoms of
precategorical acoustic storage, also indicative of
auditory coding, should not occur either. Since
considerable research (Darwin, 1971; Day, in press)
indicates that the dimension separating vowels and
consonants carries differences in lateralization (right-ear
advantage) as well as in categorical perception, it may be
that hemispheric specialization underlies the continuum
in a fundamental way. Speech sounds seem to show
categorical perception and lack of auditory memory to
the extent they are lateralized in the dominant (left)
hemisphere. As I speculated in an earlier paper
(Crowder, 1971), it may be that PAS is a property of the
nondominant hemisphere.

Two sets of comments remain. First, we must face the

contradiction this experiment poses with Experiment III
in the Crowder (in press) study, where stimuli which are
known to differ in the perceptual domain were shown
not to differ in the suffix situation. The logic of that
study was based on Darwin's finding that isolated
friction sounds clipped from fricative-vowel syllables
with formant transitions were not differentially
perceived at an advantage by the right ear, whereas when
the transition-vowel environment was restored to the
stimuli, they were, like stop consonants, identified
better if they arrived over the right ear than over the
left. However, there was no difference in the suffix
effect obtained with these two types of fricative stimuli
in an experiment quite analogous to the present one.
One reason for the null finding in the memory
experiment could be that the absolute magnitude of the
suffix effect was painfully small there to begin with,
whatever type of fricative stimulus employed; even
though there were statistically reliable effects of the
suffix operation, they were completely confined to the
last serial position, as was the recency effect in control
conditions. With almost no effect to start with, it would
have been perhaps more than usually difficult to detect a
differential suffix effect in one over another condition.
The second comment is of possibly greater theoretical
significance. The logic of the comparison of two versions
of fricatives depended on an unproven parallel for
fricatives between the degree to which they show the
right-ear advantage and the degree to which they show
categorical perception. Since it is categorical perception,
and not the laterality effect, which has direct pertinence
for auditory representation and auditory memory, the
present study should be considered the more telling one.

Secondly, it is possible to object to the present
conclusion that the suffix effect was larger in the
long-vowel condition than in the short-vowel condition
on the grounds that the duration of the stimulus items
was confounded here with the amount of silent time
allowed before arrival of the suffix. Even though the
main variable in studies of delayed suffixes (Crowder,
1971) seems to be the time interval separating the onset
of the last memory item from the onset of the suffix
item, it is possible that with this onset-to-onset intervg\"/
strictly controlled, still, the amount of silent time
between the two events has some influence. Indeed,
Aaronson, Markowitz, and Shapiro (1971; see also
Aaronson, 1968) have demonstrated the general result
that for a constant rate of presentation, the more silent
interstimulus interval there is, the better the
performance. These authors compressed the duration of
normal speech in order to achieve different amounts of
silent time for otherwise essentially identical stimuli.
Extending the Aaronson et al finding to the present
context might tempt one to conclude that the suffix is
more destructive with long than with short vowels,
mainly because the silent time between the vowel offset
and the suffix onset was 200 msec for the long vowels
and 450 msec for the short ones, over twice the amount
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of silence protecting the shorter vowels against the
disruptive suffix.

The problem with this argument is that the same
generous silent interstimulus intervals should have
worked to the advantage of the short vowels in the
control conditions as well. Indeed, the present control
data represent a sharp counterinstance to the data
presented and literature reviewed by Aaronson et al.
They found that with presentation rate held constant,
the shorter stimuli led to better performance in
conditions without a suffix. Actually, performance in
the control condition of the present study with long
vowels. and hence with short silent interstimulus
intervals, was better than in the condition with short
vowels, although the difference was not more than of
marginal significance, even on the last serial position
where it was most pronounced, T = 174.5, z = 1.31, P =
.095. Discounting the last serial position, the mean
number of errors in the control condition with short
vowels was 35.0 and in the control condition with long
vowels it was 35.6. Aaronson et al, however, make a very
strong case for the importance of a short on-time relative
to off-time in immediate memory experiments
performed by other investigators as well as in their own
findings. One observation they make is that the
advantage of a relatively long off-time is greater with
auditory than with visual presentation. The special
feature of the steady-state vowels used here is that they
change little over time, unlike almost all stimuli that
have previously been used in the study of auditory
short-term memory: visual stimuli are, of course, also
steady state, so the present results may not be entirely
inconsistent with the Aaronson et al generalization.
They also point out that the advantage of silent
interstimulus periods increases with stimulus complexity
and vocabulary size; the present study employed
stimulus elements that were almost maximally simple
and a vocabulary size far smaller than usually
investigated. As they observe, "The critical factor may
be the presentation rate relative to the complexity of
coding performed by subjects [Aaronson et al, 1971,
p. 343]." In any case, the confounding of silent
interstimulus time with stimulus length could not
endanger the conclusions of the present result since
these temporal variables did not operate here as they
have been shown to operate elsewhere. On the other
hand, the opposite results-the marginally reliable advan
tage in control conditions of long vowels for the last
position-is exactly what would be expected from the
hypothesis that they are better or longer represented
in auditory memory than short vowels are.
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